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The majority (59,1%) of
placed jobseekers are
between 23 and 30
years old.
338 jobseekers are 
over 35.

PLACED
JOBSEEKER Numbers of provided benefit for

jobseekers pre-selected and hired

JOBSEEKER BENEFITS

EURES TMS
The State of Play
June 2023

Fostering
job
mobility
in Europe

1.703: 50% male and 50%
female. Type of contract:
Job: 93%  Traineeship:  6%
Apprenticeship: 1%

Placed jobseekers

Candidates benefiting from
EURES TMS services and
benefits

Hired, selected and
preselected jobseekers

FOLLOW US!Visit our website: EURESmobility.anpal.gov.it
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Eurodesk organized 23
laboratories across 11 Italian
regions, engaging a total of
681 participants. The primary
objective was to encourage
active participation among
attendees, involving them in
both individual and group
activities. 

MOBILITY
LABORATORIES 

(LEAD BY EURODESK) 

Eurodesk has created four video
tutorials demonstrating how to use
the LinkedIn platform for post-
placement activities. These tutorials
were developed as part of the EURES
TMS project and can be accessed on
the Digital Resource website.

COMMUNITY TOOLS: POST
PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES
(LEAD BY EURODESK)

EURES TMS
Activities 
June 2023

Most viewed post of 2023!

EURES TMS social networks
are constantly growing!

         Our social networks

FOLLOW US!

Communication,
Tools, Social
Networks, event
and TEmpL

Visit our website: EURESmobility.anpal.gov.it

My EURES TMS experience: How the project boosted my life

The video captures the
unique stories of these
young professionals and
the discovery of new
workplaces and
challenges in countries
such as France, Italy,
Spain, and Norway.

+462 +123 +248 +13

https://www.facebook.com/EURESmobilityTMS
https://www.instagram.com/eures_targeted_mobility_scheme/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eurestms
https://twitter.com/EURES_TMS
https://youtu.be/A-4ZsxgM-zc
https://youtu.be/A-4ZsxgM-zc
http://euresmobility.anpal.gov.it/


Here you can find the new
stories of our testimonials! In
the last six months, we have
heard from three European
employers and the interesting
experiences of two jobseekers
(Noemié and Eveline) who
enthusiastically shared their
stories.

NEW STORIES

With the aim of increasing the
number of registered and
validated employers on our
platform, and thereby ensuring
a higher number of open
vacancies, we are currently
working on a dedicated
campaign targeting employers,
stakeholders, organizations,
and associations. This
campaign will take place on
LinkedIn in the next weeks.

A DEDICATED
COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN

June, 8: a focus group with
Italian employers
organizations hosted by
ANPAL and coordinated by
Fondazione Brodolini

June, 19: a dedicated focus
group for European
employers has been
organised to listen to their
insights and advice. An
opportunity to understand
the most effective
channels for their
engagement.

         Focus Group Enhancing employer accessibility:
strategies for EURES TMS project

Over the past few weeks, we have
successfully launched and
opened the new call for TEmpL
2022. 

We are delighted to announce
that, after thorough
consideration, two employers
who met the quality criteria have
been selected for the Top EURES
Employer Label. 

Stay tuned!

Top Employer Label 2022

"I recommended the EURES
TMS project to other
organisations looking for
quality candidates, citing the
project as a guarantee of
quality for the profiles they
seek." Read the full interview

Testimonial employer:
Virginia Enssle

FOLLOW US!Visit our website: EURESmobility.anpal.gov.it

8 employers (20 registered) had the
opportunity to contribute to the
improvement of the project by helping us
identify strengths and new key elements
to attract the interest of new companies.

Communication,
Tools, Social
Networks, event
and TEmpL

EURES TMS
Activities 
June 2023
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